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VERTICES OF SPACE CURVES 

STANISLAV SMAKAL, Praha 

(Received January 17, 1972) 

A well-known classical result reads: A closed convex plane curve whose curvature 
is always positive, i.e., the so called oval, has at least four points at which the curvature 
assumes its extreme. The first known proof was given by S. D. MUKHOPADHYAYA 
[16] in 1909 and independently on him by A. KNEESER [12] in 1912. Soon after them, 
W. BLASCHKE [4], H. MoHRMANN [13] and W. VOGT [22] dealt successively with this 
problem. We could present a long list of authors who either used different means to 
prove the classical case or generalized in different ways the above mentioned theorem. 
Some of these authors will be mentioned later. Among others, works [9], [10] and 
[11] which have been published lately give an evidence of vitality and appeal of this 
topic. Discrete forms of the classical case are not less interesting. S. BILINSKI [3] 
proved that in the cyclical sequence ^2 ~ ^u ^ъ ~~ ^2^ • ••? <̂п ~~ ̂ n-i^ ^1 "" ^n formed 
from the angles â  corresponding to the vertices Ai of a regular convex n-sided polygon 
either all numbers equal zero or there are at least four sign changes. A. D. ALEXAN-
DROV [1] (Chap. VI, § 1) arrived at another form the importance of which is cor
roborated by the fact that it is possible to derive the classical case from it. A. MOOR 
[14], [15] dealt with an analogue of the four-vertex theorem for closed space curves. 
He found a certain invariant which on a space curve has a similar property as the 
curvature of an oval curve ; but Moor's requirement that a certain integral over a closed 
curve should equal zero is, from the point of view of geometry, not quite lucid when 
applied to the general case. Perhaps the best known proof of the classical case was 
given by G. HERGLOTZ and pubhshed by W. Blaschke in [7] (§24) (see also [6], 1924, 
pp. 15 — 17). W. Blaschke mentions also that H. GERICKE proved in 1937 the existence 
of closed space curves having only two vertices; however, W. Blaschke does not give 
any reference to the literature and H. Gericke in his well known work [8] does not 
deal with the spatial problem. 

The aim of this paper is to study the extremes of curvatures k^{y = 1, 2,. . . , n — 1) 
of a closed curve of the p-th class (generally p ^ n + 2) with Frenet's moving 
n-hedron t, e^,..., e„_2, n in the n-dimensional Euclidean space £„ {n ^ 3). Let 
the radius-vector of a current point of the curve be denoted by x. As the parameter 
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we shall choose either the arc length s of the given curve or the arc length a (in the 
case of integration variable o) of the spherical image ^ * of tangent vectors t of the 
given curve; we shall denote by a the length of'^*. Primes denote the derivatives with 
respect either to s or to a according to the argument. For the sake of simplicity, the 
set Ж = {1, 2 , . . . , n} is introduced. For each / e Ж , /̂  is the i-ih coordinate vector, 
ti the f-th coordinate of the vector t and wi the deviation of vectors f,., t. The radius 
of flexion is r and, finally, Xj = kj-jk^ (j = 2, ..., n — 1). 

General assumptions: 

(a) The curve reproduces Frenet's n-hedron; this means that for each a e < 0 , a> 
it is t(a + «) = t(a), n(a + a) = n(a), e^[cc + a) = e^(a) (v = 1, ..., n — 2). 

(b) For each value of the parameter, the determinant [t, e^,... , e„_2, n] = 1. 
(c) The curvatures k^ are always positive on the given curve. 
(d) When dealing with extremes of curvature k^ we suppose that on the given curve 

it is k" Ф 0 whenever k[ = 0. 

An arbitrary closed of the p-th class with properties (a) —(d) will be denoted by ^, 
A curve ^ is said to be a curve ^^ if t(a 4- ^a) = — t(a) for each a e <(0, ̂ a>. In 
accordance with Z. NÀDENIK [18] (p. 447), points x(a), x(a + ^a) of a curve ^^ 
are called opposite points. It will be shown later that curves ^^ can exist only in spaces 
of even dimensions. 

Any point of a curve ^ at which k[ = 0 and k^ Ф 0 is called a vertex. As r' = 0 
if and only ifk[ = 0 and for points with r' = 0 it is r" = — k'^jkl, we can equivalently 
define a vertex of a curve ^ to be a point at which r' = 0 and r" 4= 0; it will be useful 
to keep this in mind especially when applying the assumption (d) mentioned above. 
Any point of a curve ^ at which kj = 0 and A:̂ ' Ф 0 (j = 2 , . . . , n — 1) is called 
a vertex of the j-th type. 

Any hyperplane as well as any hypersphere divide the space into two parts. A point 
will be said to be a point of intersection of a curve ^ with a hyperplane or a hyper
sphere if it has the following property; its each neighbourhood contains inner points 
of both parts of the space which belong to the curve. If a point of intersection exists, 
the hyperplane (hypersphere) is said to intersect the curve. 

We shall now introduce theorems dealing with vertices on a general curve ^ . 
W. Blaschke [5] (pp. 116 and 160 — 161) interprets the radius of flexion as a positive 

mass and deduces the four-vertex theorem on the basis of the closedness of an oval 
curve using its centre of gravity. Also L. BIEBERBACH [2] (pp. 23 — 27) proves the 
classical case from the closedness of an oval, proceeding then to the more general 
convex plane curve. Conditions of closedness of a curve ^ have the form 

(1) f r{,j)t(a)da = 
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which formally coincides with conditions of closedness of an oval curve (see [5], 
p. 116); the proof of conditions (l) is given on the page 79. These conditions are 
used similarly to W. Blaschke in [5]. Hence it results: -

Theorem I (see No 1): Let (p(a) be a positive twice differentiable function defined 
on C* such that (р"{(у) Ф 0 whenever (р'{а) = 0 and at least for one i e Ж let 

(2) Г (р{о)ф)аа = 0. 

Let us measure the arc on ^ * from one of the bisecting points between the points 
with the maximum and minimum of ф(о'). Let for each ere <0, ^a} either 0Ji{a) ^ 
â T̂T, o)i{o) + C0i{ — (j) ^ n or o)i(a) ^ ^тт, а)̂ (о-) + C0i[ — a) ^ n hold. Then (p(a) 
has at least four extremes on ^*. 

Theorem II (see No 2): Let us measure the arc on ^* from one of the bisecting 
points between the points with the maximum and minimum of r(o). Assume that 
at least for one i e Ж and for each a e <0, ^a> either C0i{a) ^ in, cô (cr) + coi{ — a) ^ 
^ n or O)I((T) ^ ^n, o)i(a) + C0i( —cr) ^ n holds. Then the curve ^ has at least four 
vertices. 

The connecting Mne of two points of an oval curve has no other common point of 
intersection with it. This is one of the two crucial points of Herglotz's proof (see [6], 
1924, pp. 15 — 17). When applying Herglotz's proof to the space case the existence of 
a hyperplane with a property analogous to that of the connecting line between two 
points of an oval curve must be required. 

Theorem III (see No 3). Suppose that j<^* 1((т) der = 0 and that there exists a hyper-
plane intersecting the curve ^ only in its vertices, m being their number. Then ^ 
has at least m + 2 vertices. 

An oval curve with a constant sum of radii of flexion at opposite points is called 
a curve of constant breadth. It has at least six vertices (see [21], p. 38 or [20]). The 
following theorem which will be needed in the sequel deals with vertices on a curve ^ 
with a constant sum of radii of flexion at opposite points : 

Theorem IV (see No 4): The number of vertices on a curve ^ with constant 
function R = r(a) + r(a + ^a) always equals 4/ — 2 (/ positive integer). If the 
function i^(a) = r(a) — ^R has m zero points in the interval ^0, ^a), then the curve ^ 
has at least 2m vertices for m odd and at least 2m + 2 vertices for m even; the 
value of at least m maxima and m minima is respectively higher and lower than ^R. 



IL 

Some curves ^^ are a close spatial analogue of the oval curve, therefore it is natural 
that we can obtain more detailed results concerning its extremes than in the general 
case. 

Theorem V (see No 5). 

a) Suppose that there exists a hyperplane intersecting a curve ^^ at m points, all 
of them being vertices of the curve. Then ^^ has at least m + 2 vertices. 

b) Suppose that there exists a hyperplane intersecting a curve ^^ ^^ '^ points, all of 
them being vertices of the j-th type of the curve. Then ^^ has at least m + 2 
vertices of the j-th type. 

c) Let a curve ^^ be a curve with constant sum of radii of flexion at opposite points. 
Suppose that there exists either a hyperplane or a hypersphere intersecting it 
at 4 I — 2 points, all of them being vertices of the curve. Then the curve ^^ has 
at least 4/ + 2 vertices. 

On an oval curve there exist at least three points with the flexion equal to that at 
the opposite points. This property of the oval curve was derived by P. VINCENSINI 
[21] (pp. 35 — 38) from Segre's theorem [19]. The existence of opposite points with 
equal flexion was proved in another way by W. Süss [20]. Hence W. Süss deduces 
the four-vertex theorem giving simultaneously the lower (upper) bound for maxima 
(minima). Süss's method proved to be advantageous also for curves ^^ in spaces of 
higher even dimensions yielding the following theorem. 

Theorem VI (see No 6). Let (p(a) be a twice differentiable function defined on ^ * 
such that (р"{о) + 0 whenever (р'{(у) = 0. Supposing that 

(3) (p{(7) t{a) d(7 = 0 

and that there exists a hy per place passing throught the centre of the unit hypersphere 
and intersecting ^* only at two points at which the function ф^а) = (р[(т) — (p(a + 
+ \a) changes the sign, then the value of (р{а) in at least three points of the curve ^ , 
is the same as at the opposite points and (p(o) has extremes at least at four points. 

Further theorem is a consequence which is easy to establish. 

Theorem VII (see No 7): 

a) Suppose that there exists a hyperplane passing through the centre of the unit 
hypersphere and intersecting ^* only at two points at which the difference 
г{а) — r{(j + ^a) changes the sign. Then the curve ^^ has at least four vertices 
and at least three points with the flexion equal to that at the opposite points. 
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b) Let, apart from the assumption mentioned in a), the sum R = r(a) + r(a + ^a) 
be constant on ^g. Then ^^ has at least six vertices; at least three maxima are 
greater and at least three minima lower than ^R. 
As it was proved by W. Süss [20], each oval curve has at least two maxima of the 

radius of flexion greater and at least two minima lower than Ljln, where L is the 
length of the curve. On centrally symmetrical curves ^, the existence of at least four 
extremes of each curvature k^ is evident. Let Lbe the length of the curve ^. We denote 
Гу(о-) = kj^(a) and Lj = Jg rj{a) d(x{j = 2,,.., n - 1). Then the centrally symmetri
cal curve ^ has at least two maxima of r(ö-) or rj{o) greater and at least two minima 
lower than Lja or Ljja, respectively; on a general curve ^ such an estimate can be 
established only for the absolute maximum and minimum of г(бг) or rj{a). 

The last theorem concerning extremes of curvatures on a curve ^^, which will be 
presented now, has a more general character: 

Theorem VIII (see No 8). 
Let Ф(а) be a twice differentiable function formed by a finite number of elemen

tary functional operations from the functions Xj{cc) (j = 2,.. . , n — 1) with the 
following property: Ф"(а) ф О whenever Ф'(<х) = 0. Then Ф(а) always has at least 
four local extremes on the curve ^^. 

III. 

Now we shall consider some special curves ^ of the n-th class from spaces of an 
even dimension. In order to prove the existence of vertices on them we shall use certain 
integral equahties vaHd for them. The same process was chosen by G. Herglotz in the 
classical case and also by A. Moor [15] when studying extremes of his invariant on 
space curves. We shall be interested only in vertices (not in vertices of the j-th type). 
Therefore we reduced the starting assumption about the class of the curve ^ so that 
the existence of Frenet's n-hedron at each point of the curve be guaranteed. 

Theorem IX (see No 9): Let — in a space of an even dimension — exist a hyper-
plane or a hypersphere intersecting a curve ^ with constant ratios of curvature 
k2i{^)l^2i+i{^) {i = !> •••? 2(^ — 2)) only at vertices. Provided that the number of 
these points of intersection is m, the curve ̂  has at least m + 2 vertices. 

In a space of an even dimension the curve x = x(s) having constant ratios of cur
vatures k2i{s)lk2i+i{s) {i = 1,..., ^(n — 2)) is, as defined by E. CECH (see [17], 
pp. 57 — 58), Bertrand's curve with the only parametric system of conjugate lines 

r («-4)/2 j к / \ 
(4) ^xi^s)^x{s) + Üe,{s)+ E ll^lM^e,j,,{s) + 

I j = l v = l fc2v+l(s) 

v = l fc2v+i(s) J 
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where Я is a parameter different from zero (when the flexion is constant then also 
Я Ф r(s)). For curves from £4, E. Cech proved the above assertion and it is given 
by Z. Nâdenik in [17] (p. 62); Cech's result is easily transferable into spaces of a 
higher even dimension. Therefore we shall give only the basic steps of it: DiflJeren-
tiating successively (4) we see that 4s = e J{1 — k^{s)} ds. Further, ^t = st, ^e^ = 
= ге^ (v = 1, . . . , n — 2) and ^n = sn, where г = 1 or £ = —1. Obviously Theorem 
IX deals only with Bertrand's curves (4) which lead to closed curves ^ . 

P roofs of the above theorems follow. 

1. It is evident that a curve ^ is closed if and only if x(a + a) = x(a) for each 
a e <0, fl>; as J^. г{(т) t{a) da = J^-'" х'{(т) da = [x{a)]lzl^" = x(a + a) - x(a) the 
curve ^ is closed if and only if (l) holds. Now we shall proceed to the proof of Theo
rem I: The existence of two points at which (p(a) has an extreme is guaranteed; let 
the minimum be attained at the point Q, the maximum at the point P on ^*. The 

bisecting points M, N of arcs PQ correspond, according to the assumption, to the 
values of parameter 0, ^a. We shall arrange the integral (2) so that the integration 
interval is <0, | а> : 

(1.1) Г cp{a) tla) da = Г {(p{a) t^a) + (p{-a) t^-a)} da = 0 . 
J •2'* J 0 

Suppose that (p(a) has no extreme on ^ * except the points P, Q. When passing from Q 
to P the value of (p{a) increases on both arcs QP; therefore in the interval (0, ^a) the 
inequality 

(1.2) (p{a) > (p{-a) 

holds. Further ti{a) = /̂  t(a) = cos со̂ (<т); if (Oi(a) + <jOi{ — a) ^ n, then cos C0i{a) + 
+ cos (x>i{ — a) ^ 0 and consequently 

(1.3) tla)^ -hi-a). 

As (ûi(a) S i^? it is ti{a) ^ 0; the equality cannot hold in the whole interval of 
integration since it would contradict the starting assumption (c). Multiplying (1,3) 
and (1,2) we conclude that (p{a) tla) + (p{ — a) ti{ — a) ^ 0 where the equality does 
not hold identically; hence we have a contradiction with the equality (1Д). Thus the 
function (p(a) has two further extremes. The alternative case can be proved analo
gously. 

2. The proof follows directly from (1) and Theorem I; the extreme of r{a) on ^* 
means a vertex on the curve ^ at the corresponding point x(a). 

3. Let V be an arbitrary fixed vector, VQ an arbitrary constant. As J^« t(a) da = 0, 
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therefore j^*v > t[o) da = 0 and further 

Y . t(a) d(7 - V. t{s) /ci(s) d5 = - v . x(s) k[{s) as = 0 . 
J *̂ J ^ J <ë 

Then the equality 

(3,1) f (^ . X(5) + l̂ o} ^;(5) d5 = 0 

also holds. The hyperplane v. x + VQ = 0 from the assumption of the theorem 
determines two half spaces in which it holds v. x(s) + VQ й 0, v. x(s) + ÜQ ^ 0 
respectively. Suppose that ^ has no other vertex; then in half space it is also 
k[(s) ^ 0 and in the second half space it's k[(s) ^ 0; this means that the integrand 
in (3,1) which is not identically equal to zero, does not change the sign. But this con
tradicts the equality (3,1). The existence of at least two other vertices has been proved. 

4. When the radius of flexion r(a) of the curve ^ attains its maximum for the 
value ao of the parameter, it necessarily follows that it has its minimum for ŒQ + ^a. 
If the number of extremes in the interval <0, ^a) were even, the first extreme being, 
say, the maximum, then the last extreme would be a minimum. Therefore the first 
extreme in the interval <^а, a) would have to be a minimum; this is not possible 
because extremes alternate. Thus it is impossible for the number of extremes on the 
considered curve <̂  to be a multiple of four. Further, ([/(a + ^a) = — i^(a), therefore 
ф(а) has in the interval <0, a) necessarily 2m roots. Between each two adjacent roots 
there is at least one extreme; for the maximum r(a) > ^R, for the minimum r(a) < 
< ^R. The difference between the number of vertices for m even and odd is the con
sequence of the characteristic number 41 — 2. 

5. Before starting with the proof of the theorem, it is necessary to introduce some 
basic properties of curves ^^. If we take the arc length a as the parameter of the 
spherical image ^ * of tangent vectors, then Frenet's formulae have the form 

(5Д) t'(a) = e i (a) , 

e;(a) = -t(a) + X2(a) e2(a), 

e;(a) = -Хд(а) ê ,_ ^(a) + %,,+ i(a) ê ,+ ̂ (a) , (^ = 2, ..., n - 3) 

<-2(a) = -^„-2(a) е„_з(а) + %„-i(a) n(a) , 

n'(a) = -x„_i(a)e„_2(a) . 

From the definition of the curve ^^ the symmetry of ^* with respect to the centre of 
a unit hypersphere follows; the same also holds for all spherical images of normuls 
of the curve ^,;. From the first two formulae (5,1) we successively find that e^{a + 
+ ia) = — ei(a), e2(a + ^d) = -e2(a) and >c2{a + \a) = X2(a) on ^^\ proceeding 
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recursively we arrive at the conclusion that generally for each a the following equali
ties hold for ^^\ 

(5.2) n(a + \a) = - n ( a ) , e,(a + ia) = - e , ( a ) (v = 1, ..., n - 2) , 

(5.3) Xj{a + ifl) = XJ{QC) (; = 2, . . . , n - 1). 

As it has been mentioned, curves ^^ can exist only in spaces of even dimensions. 
Indeed, in the space of an odd dimension the starting assumption (b) can not be 
fulfilled; if the value of the corresponding determinant at the point x(a) equals 1, 
then, as it follows from (5,2), its value at the opposite point x(a + ^a) equals —1. 

Now we shall prove Theorem V. 

a) This part is a simple consequence of Theorem III, since on the curve ^^, 
J^.^t((T)dc7 = 0. 

b) According to (5,3), the following equalities hold on ^^ for each fixed vector v: 
V . J<̂ *̂  XJ{(T) t(a) da = 0 (j = 2, ..., n — 1). But we have j^^^ XJ{(T) V . t(ö-) da = 

= —j<^^y- ^{s) kj(s) ds and therefore the equalities 

(5,4) f (v . x(5) + vo} k'j(s) ds = 0 

hold, where VQ is an arbitrary constant. The equalities (5,4) are entirely analogous 
to (3,1); in the same way as in the proof of Theorem III the proof can be given by 
contradiction, 

c) In the case of a hyperplane this part is a consequence of Theorems III and IV. 
Suppose that there exists a hypersphere having the required properties. Differen
tiating the evident equahty j^^*{^{o) — x(cr + ^a)} . {x(o) — x(a + ^a)]' do* = 0 
we obtain the equahty J«̂ *̂{x(ör) — х((т + ^a)] . t(^a) do- = 0 which imphes 

x((7) . t{a) da = x{a + ia) . t(a) da = x(a) . t{a + ^d) da = 
J 'es* J "^s* J 'ë's* 

= - x(ö-) . t(ö-) da . 
J "es* 

Therefore J,̂ .̂ * x(a) . t[a) dö- = 0 and integrating over the curve ^^ we have 
1*̂5 ̂ ('̂ ) • ^{^) ^'i{^) ^^ ~ ^' ^^^ f̂ ^ ^^ arbitrary vector v and an arbitrary constant 
%, (3,1) also holds on ^^; hence we may write 

(5,5) {x(s) . x(5) + V . x(s) + Vo} k[{s) ds = 0 . 

Now let us only sketch the rest briefly: The hypersphere with the equation x . x 4-
+ V .X + VQ = 0 divides the space into two parts; on the inner arcs of the curve ^^ 
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x(s) . x(s) + V . x(s) + i?o ^ 0, on outer ones, x(5) . x(s) + v . x(s) + VQ "^ 0. 
If the curve ^^ had not further vertices, it would be k[(s) ^ 0 on the inner arcs 
and k[(s) ^ 0 on the outer ones (or vice versa). The integrand in (5,5), which does 
not identically equal zero, would not change its sign; but then the equality (5,5) 
could not hold. The number of vertices is therefore necessarily greater at least by 
two; from Theorem IV it follows that it increases at least by four. 

6, We proceed analogously as W. Süss [20]. If we arrange (3) so that the integration 
interval is <0, |а> then 

ra/2 
(6.1) ф{(т)г{(т)е(т = 0 

and it holds that 

(6.2) ф(а + 1а)= -ф{а). 

If the trivial case when identically çia) = (p{a + ^d) is excluded from our considera
tion, then according to (6,2) the periodic function \l/{a) changes its sign at least at 
two points in the interval <0, a). To these zero points of the function \JJ{G) at least 
one couple of points on ^* corresponds which are symmetrically conjugate with 
respect to the origin, with the same value ф(сг). If the required hyperplane exists and 
if the arc on ^* is measured from one of the points of intersection, then ^{ci) = 
= \1/{а + |а) = 0. Let us denote by v the vector which is perpendicular to the 
required hyperplane. We scalarly multiply (3) by vector v; scalar product v. t{a) 
does net change the sign in the interval <0, ^Ö) and is not identically equal to zero 
(the contrary would be in contradiction with the starting assumption (c)). According 
to (6,2) \j/{a) has in the right neighbourhood of the point zero the same sign as in the 
left neighbourhood of the point ^a. Hence the equality (6,1) can hold only if ф[а) 
changes its sign at least at two inner points of the interval <0, ̂ a>. Therefore there 
exist at least three points on ^* where (р{а) has the same value as at the points sym
metrical with respect to the origin. If (p{ci) had only one maximum on ^* (and there
fore only one minimum), one of these extremes would have to be in the interval 
(0, ^a), the other in the interval (^a, a)\ but in this case the function \l/{a) would have 
the same sign in the whole interval (0, ^d). We already know that this cannot occur. 
It is sufficient now to pass from '^* to the curve ^^ and the proof is complete. 

7. a) The proof follows from conditions of closedness (1) and from Theorem VI. 

b) It follows from (1) and from the proof of Theorem VI that the function 
\l/{a) = r(o) — r(a + j;a) has at least three zero points in the interval 
<0, ^a); therefore also the function ij/^a) = ^^{(т) = r(a) — ^R has at least 
three zero points in the interval <0, ̂ a). The assertion follows then directly 
from Theorem IV. 
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8. According to (5,3) Ф(а + jo) = Ф(а) holds; four extremes are therefore an 
obvious consequence of the periodicity of Ф(а). 

9. When choosing the natural parameter s, Frenet's formulae have the well known 
form: 

(9.1) t[{s) = k,{s) e,(5), 

e;(5) = -k,{s) t{s) +k2{s) 62(5), 

®д(̂ ) = - Ki^) ®д-1(^) + K+ M ^ß+1(^) (Â  = 2 , . . . , П - 3) , 

e„_2(s) = -/c„_2(s)e„_3(s) + k„.,{s) n(s) , 

n\s) = -k„^,{s)e„_2{s). 

First we shall prove that, on a curve ^^ with constant ratios of curvatures 
k2i{s)lk2i+i(s) (i = 1, . . . , i (n — 2)), equalities (3,1) and (5,5) hold for each fixed 
vector V and each constant VQ. Let us denote J^ = J^ VQ k[{s) ds,- -̂ 2 = J«̂  ^ • ̂ {^) -
. k[(s) ds, J2 = f<̂  x(5). x(s) k[{s) ds. Evidently J j = 0; we shall show that also 
J^ = J^ = 0. Integrating by parts and substituing according to (9,1) for t(s) and 62(5) 
we obtain successively 

J2 = V . x(5) k[{s) ds = ~ \ V . t{s) ki{s) ds = 
J «̂  J '^ 

= V . е^(5) ^5 — V . 62(5) k2{s) ds = 

= f v .e ; (5)d5 + ̂ f v . e ^ ( 5 ) d 5 - - M ^ f v.e,(5)/c,(5)d5. 

The first two integrals in the last expression for J2 evidently equal zero; hence 

(9.2) j^^^hMJ y,e,{s)k,(s)ds. 

As we suppose that the ratios of curvatures are constant it recurrently follows from 
(9 , l ) ( j = l , . . . , i ( n - 6 ) ) : I f 

(9.3) ^2 = - П 7 ^ ^ f У • ̂ 2j.2is) k^Ms) ds , 
•e 

then also 

(9,4) / , = -U - ^ y . f V. ез,,Д5) fe,,,,(s) ds . 
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This assertion is based on the following argument: If we substitute 62^+2(5) in (9,3) 
by the corresponding expression from (9,1) we obtain two integrals one of which 
equals zero while the other has the form (9,4). (9,3) is fulfilled for j = 1 according 
to (9,2); hence proceeding recursively for 7 = ^(n — 6) it follows that 

(n-4)/2 I / Ч /• 

v=i k2,+i{s)J^ 

When substituting here for e„_2(s) the corresponding expression from the last equa
tion (9,1) we directly obtain that J2 = 0. Thus the equality (3,1) is proved. 

To prove the equality (5,5) it is sufficient to show that J3 = 0; integration by parts 
and substitution for t(s) and €2(5) from (9,1) yield 

J, = - 2 Г t (s) . e,is) d5 - 2 ^ f t(s) . езО) ds -

- 2 ' ^ \ xis).e4s}k,is)ds. 

As the first two integrals in /3 equal zero owing to the orthogonality of the cor
responding vectors, it holds that 

(9,5) ^ 3 = - 2 ^ <{s) . 64(5) k4.{s) ds , 

then also 

Similarly as in the case of J2, the following recurrent relation (y = 1, . . . , i(n ~ 6)) 
can be verified by using (9,1): if 

Js=-2fl - M ^ Г x(.) . e2,,2(^) k2j,2{s) ds , 

v=l /C2v+l(sjJ^ 

v=l /^2v+l(5)J«^ 

According to (9,5) the recurrent relation is valid for 7 = 1; we can then write for 
(n-4)/2 T ( \ л 

J,= ^2 Y[ f ^ i x{s).e„_2{s)k^.2{s)ds. 
v=l k2y+i{s)J^ 

When substituting here for e„_2(s) the corresponding expression from the last 
equation (9,1) and integrating by parts, we obtain the required equality J3 = 0. 

Thus equalities (3,1) and (5,5) hold on any curve ^ which has the given properties; 
how to use these equalities to verify Theorem IX can be seen from the proofs of 
Theorem III and of part c) of Theorem V. 
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